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Sisi’s foreign policy is a balancing act

S 

ince becoming Egypt’s 
president, Abdel Fattah 
al-Sisi has pursued an 
admirably erratic 
approach to foreign 
policy that has secured 

major gains for Egypt but left 
allies and enemies confused and 
concerned.

Sisi, a former army general, has 
variously indicated an openness 
for closer ties and stronger coop-
eration with seemingly opposing 
regional and international powers 
such as the United States, Russia, 
China, Saudi Arabia and Iran. Giv-
en the nature of geopolitics and 
the tense relationships between 
some of these countries, it should 
be impossible to move closer to 
one without moving away from 
another.

The United States has tradition-
ally been one of Egypt’s closest 
allies, providing the country 
with an estimated $1.3 billion in 
military aid annually since 1979. 
Yet Sisi also signed a $3.5 billion 
weapons deal with Moscow in 
September 2014 and accepted a 
$25 billion loan from Russia to 

build a nuclear power plant. How 
is Washington to read Sisi cosying 
up to Russian President Vladimir 
Putin at a time when US-Russian 
relations are in sharp decline?

Sisi has also increasingly 
opened Egypt to China, meeting 
with Chinese President Xi Jinping 
on four occasions in the last two 
years. In January 2016, Beijing 
pledged to invest up to $15 billion 
in Egypt, including assisting in 
the construction of Egypt’s new 
administrative capital.

Will Sisi be able to juggle com-
peting claims from three of the 
world’s largest powers?

Regionally, Saudi Arabia and 
the Arab Gulf countries have 
traditionally been among Egypt’s 
closest allies. Riyadh pledged $5 
billion to Cairo in July 2013 and 
an additional $4 billion in March 
2015, in addition to monthly 
petroleum shipments for five 
years thought to be worth $23 
billion. How is Riyadh to react to 
news that Cairo is backing Syrian 
President Bashar Assad to remain 
in power and even hosted his se-
curity chief, Ali Mamluk, in Cairo 
when Saudi Arabia views Assad’s 
removal as an urgent necessity?

The approaches of the two 
countries reflect differences 
in priorities. For Saudi Arabia, 
the priority is countering Iran. 
For Egypt, the Muslim Brother-
hood remains the main source 

of concern. Saudi Arabia wants 
the Iran-backed Assad out; Sisi 
worries that Islamists, including 
the Muslim Brotherhood, will 
replace him. The same argument 
was rehashed in Yemen where 
Riyadh wanted Egypt to join its 
military coalition to fight against 
Iran-backed Houthi rebels but Sisi 
demurred.

Egypt in October voted in 
favour of opposing resolutions 
on a Syrian ceasefire, a move that 
amply demonstrated the increas-
ingly awkward position that Cairo 
will find itself in as it tries to 
maintain its strange and contra-
dictory web of alliances.

More important, this gambit 
simply did not work and Cairo 
came in for rare public criticism 
from Riyadh, which halted ship-
ments of petroleum, albeit tem-
porarily. Saudi Arabia and Egypt 
need each other but few can deny 
that things are complicated and 
there is only so much room to 
manoeuvre.

The economic pressures facing 
Egypt domestically mean that Sisi 
must push for as much foreign as-
sistance as possible. However, the 
prickly patriotism of the Egyptian 
people means that he cannot af-
ford to be appearing to go hat in 
hand either.

Sisi’s decision to return two 
islands — Tiran and Sanafir — to 
Riyadh in the same week that 

Saudi Arabia announced a slew of 
investments exemplified the chal-
lenge he is facing and there were 
unprecedented protests in Egypt 
in reaction to this. If Sisi had de-
cided to commit Egyptian troops 
to a Saudi-led coalition in Yemen 
and become part of a conflict that 
most Egyptians view as nothing to 
do with them, then such protests 
and criticisms would only have 
been amplified.

Sisi is engaged in a difficult 
and delicate balancing act. He is 
seeking to avoid lurching too far 
in any one direction. To move too 
close to Putin would threaten the 
military aid offered by the United 
States. To take too strong a stance 
on Syria could cause Riyadh to 
withdraw its backing. All the while 
his supporters bridle at sugges-
tions that he could be another 
stooge of the United States or 
Saudi Arabia, like Hosni Mubarak, 
and hail his reorientation towards 
Moscow.

The longer Sisi can sit on the 
fence, the more gains he can 
secure for Egypt but given the 
increasingly divisive geopolitical 
situation abroad and the economic 
and social pressure at home, there 
are questions as to how long he 
can sustain this approach. One 
wonders whether it would be 
wiser for Sisi to pick a side before 
circumstances take the decision 
out of his hands.
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T 

he angry reaction of many 
Egyptians to seeing a pic-
ture of Iranian Supreme 
Leader Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei on an advertis-

ing billboard is indicative of many 
Egyptians’ feelings towards the Is-
lamic Republic, authorities said.

The advert for the Al Ghad Al 
Arabi channel portrayed Khamenei 
appearing to take a selfie with im-
ages from Gulf Arab countries in 
the background. Al Ghad said its 
ad symbolised Iranian ambitions in 
the Gulf region. Even though it did 
not show Khamenei in a good light, 
just seeing his magnified image on a 
billboard was enough to anger many 
Egyptians. Authorities removed the 
ad hours after it was put up out of 
concerns it incited public anger.

The move came amid calls for ad-
ditional dialogue with Tehran fol-
lowing strains in ties with Egypt’s 
strongest financial backer, Saudi 
Arabia.

“A rapprochement is necessary 
between Cairo and Tehran, given 
their apparent agreement on sever-
al regional files,” said independent 
Iranian affairs specialist Mohamed 
Mustafa. “Iran has been trying to 
break the ice with Egypt for some 
time.”

Diplomatic relations between 
Cairo and Tehran halted in 1981 af-
ter Iran hailed as “heroes” the as-
sassins of Egyptian president Anwar 
Sadat. Sadat had angered Iranians 
by hosting shah Mohammad Reza 
Pahlavi, who was deposed in Iran’s 
1979 Islamic revolution.

In August 2012, Iran was the sec-
ond country Islamist president Mu-
hammad Morsi visited, the first trip 
to Tehran by an Egyptian president 
since 1979. Five months later, then 
Iranian president Mahmoud Ah-
madinejad visited Cairo.

This fledgling détente was put on 

hold after Gulf countries backed 
Morsi’s overthrow in July 2013. 
Talk has renewed in Cairo in recent 
weeks on the need for better rela-
tions with Tehran, especially after 
Cairo and Riyadh’s lack of political 
accord became apparent.

Observers said Cairo and Tehran 
agree on several issues, including 
the war in Syria.

“When it comes to some regional 
files Cairo is closer to Tehran and 
Moscow than to Saudi Arabia and 
other Gulf states,” said Hassan Na-
faa, a political science professor at 
Cairo University. “Nobody knows 
how this similarity in views will 
bring Cairo and Tehran closer to-
gether in the future but the sure 
thing is that it will drive Cairo and 
Riyadh apart.”

Saudi Arabia, which has given 
Egypt billions of dollars in econom-
ic aid in recent years, was angered 

by Egypt’s stance on Syria. Egypt 
wants the Syrian conflict to be set-
tled peacefully but opposes some of 
the Islamist groups fighting the Syr-
ian Army and does not object to Syr-
ian President Bashar Assad staying 
in power. Saudi Arabia insists that 
Assad step down and backs some 
Islamist groups fighting him.

Cairo and Riyadh also are at odds 
on how to handle Yemen’s Houthi 
insurgency. Saudi media accused 
Cairo of not doing enough militar-
ily to help in Riyadh’s anti-Houthi 
campaign.

In early October, signs of addi-
tional discord surfaced when Saudi 
oil giant Aramco refused to send 
Egypt 700,000 tonnes of oil. Cairo 
and Riyadh had agreed in April that 
Aramco would ship 700,000 tonnes 
of oil each month for five years to 
Egypt with Cairo paying for the 
shipments over 15 years.

Soon after the initial furore over 
the Aramco oil cut, a senior Syrian 
security official met with Egyptian 
intelligence to discuss coordination 
between the two countries, dealing 
a further blow to Egyptian-Saudi re-
lations.

Iraq said it would provide Egypt 
with more oil to compensate for 
the Saudi oil cut and a few days 
later Tehran was reported to have 
insisted that Egyptian officials at-
tend a meeting on the Syrian crisis 
in Switzerland.

The developments should not be 
taken as a sign that Cairo and Teh-
ran will normalise relations soon, 
said Adel al-Safti, a former assistant 
Foreign minister.

“Egypt will never throw its for-
eign policy principles aside because 
of tensions with one country or an-
other,” Safti said. “Despite tensions 
with Saudi Arabia, Egypt views Iran 

as a destabilising force in this re-
gion.”

Safti, a member of the Egyptian 
Council for Foreign Affairs, which 
includes former diplomats advising 
the government on foreign policy, 
added that Egypt cannot risk its ties 
with Saudi Arabia by improving re-
lations with Iran.

This view, some analysts say, is 
not pragmatic enough and will do 
nothing to advance either Egypt’s 
or Saudi Arabia’s interests.

Egyptian columnist Abdullah 
al-Senawi wrote recently that im-
proved relations between Cairo and 
Tehran were necessary.

“These relations will serve the 
interests of both Egypt and Saudi 
Arabia,” Senawi wrote in the daily al 
Shorouk.

Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian 
reporter based in Cairo.
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An August 2015 file photo shows Russian President Vladimir Putin (R) and Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi during a meeting in 
Moscow.
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